An approach for calculating elastic X-ray scattering from polyatomic molecules in specific electronic, vibrational, and rotational states is presented, and is used to consider the characterization of vibrational and rotational states in polyatomic molecules using elastic X-ray scattering. Instead of the standard independent atom model (IAM) method, the X-ray scattering is calculated directly from ab-initio wavefunctions. The role of molecular symmetry and Friedel's law is examined, with the molecules BF 3 , C 5 H -5 , NF 3 , and 1,3-cyclohexadiene used as specific examples. The contributions to the elastic X-ray scattering from the electronic, vibrational, and rotational portions of the molecular wavefunction are examined in CS 2 . In particular, it is observed that the rotational states give rise to distinct signatures in the scattering signal.
Introduction
X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (XFELs) have higher intensity and shorter pulse durations than synchrotrons, and have been adopted for many experiments including X-ray spectroscopy 1,2 , Coulomb explosion imaging 3 , and ultrafast scattering 4, 5 . Elastic scattering of X-rays, in particular, provides valuable insight into molecular structure and function. An attractive feature of XFELs is that the high intensity of the radiation reduces the need for crystals to amplify the scattered signal, with important implications for e.g. the diffractive imaging of biomolecules [6] [7] [8] . In the absence of a crystal, the Bragg peaks disappear and the scattering image becomes continuous. Furthermore, the short pulse duration of XFELs limits the effect of radiation damage on the scattering signal 7, 8 .
Gas-phase X-ray scattering [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is currently undergoing a revival 4, [14] [15] [16] [17] . The main reason for this is that the high intensity of XFELs can compensate for small X-ray scattering cross sections, albeit gas-phase scattering is also possible at synchrotrons [18] [19] [20] [21] . An important aspect is that rapid development of alignment and orientation techniques 22 and experimental methods to prepare molecules in specific quantum states [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] makes it possible to generate highly anisotropic samples with a large fraction of identical molecules. As a consequence, the degree of thermal averaging in the data becomes small, invalidating the incoherent thermal averaging of the signal originally proposed by Debye 28 . All these factors, i.e. continuous scattering, limited accumulation of radiation damage, non-thermal or even state-selected samples
Theory

X-ray scattering
For static X-ray scattering, the total differential cross section is given by Fermi's golden rule 49 ,
where φ m and φ n are the final and initial states, and correspondingly ω m and ω 0 are the angular frequencies of the scattered and incident X-rays. The pre-factor (dσ /dΩ) Th = e 2 /m e c 2 K is the Thomson cross section of a free electron, with m e and e the mass and charge of an electron, c the velocity of light, and K the polarization factor. Ignoring the weak interaction between the electromagnetic field and the nuclei, the scattering operatorL is defined as,L
where the sum runs over the N el electrons in the molecule, with r j the electron coordinate and q = k 0 − k the momentum transfer vector. In this article, we focus on the elastic scattering contribution as a means to characterise molecular states. The elastic scattering is proportional to the matrix element L nn in Eq. (1), i.e.
I n (q) = |L nn | 2 = φ n |L |φ n 2 ,
which is also known as the structure factor, and which we denote asĨ n (q). For elastic scattering, the incident (k 0 ) and scattered (k) wave vectors have the same length, |k| = |k 0 |.
Scattering from molecular wavefunctions
In order to calculate the structure factorĨ n (q) in Eq. (3), we require a representation of the molecular state |φ n . Using the BornOppenheimer ansatz and assuming that the rotational-vibrational coupling is small and that electronic states are sufficiently well separated that non-adiabatic couplings can be ignored, the state n can be written as a direct product of rotational, vibrational and electronic wavefunctions,
where the electronic wavefunction, Ψ elec α (r; R, Ω), depends parametrically on the nuclear coordinates R and on the orientation of the molecular frame specified by the rotational Euler angles Ω = (α, β , γ) (see Appendix). The rotational wavefunction Ψ rot JKM (Ω) is characterized by the three rotational quantum numbers J, K, and M, and the vibrational wavefunction Ψ vib ν (R) by the full set of vibrational quantum numbers ν. Since the scattering operator in Eq. (2) acts on the electrons, it is convenient to first evaluate the scattering in terms of the form factor for the electronic wavefunction,
The form factor f 0 α (q; R, Ω) can be calculated directly from the ab initio electronic wavefunction 39, 42, 50 . For ab initio wavefunctions constructed from Gaussian primitives, the calculation of f 0 α (q; R, Ω) can be done semi-analytically 42 , although numerical Fourier transforms of the electron density represented on a grid are also possible 42 .
The structure factor,Ĩ n (q), can thus be calculated as a convolution of f 0 α (q; R, Ω) by the vibrational and rotational probability distributions,
It is worth pointing out that the rotational averaging undertaken in Eq. (6) is different from the isotropic and incoherent rotational averaging normally undertaken for thermal samples, first derived by Debye 28 , whereby | f 0 α (q; R, Ω)| 2 is uniformly integrated over all directions of q 51 .
The multiconfigurational electronic wavefunctions used to calculate the form factor in Eq. (5) have been discussed at length in Ref. 42 , but we consider here in some further detail the vibrational and rotational wavefunctions that enter Eq. (6) since these were not accounted for in the previous treatment. The vibrational wavefunctions are represented as harmonic oscillators, with normal modes and associated frequencies obtained from the Hessian of the ab initio molecular wavefunction at optimised energy minima. Since only small values of the vibrational quantum numbers ν are considered here, anharmonic regions of the potential energy surface are avoided. In terms of the rotational wavefunctions, we do not include rotational coupling, and can therefore fully determine the rotational wavefunctions from the the rotational constants and associated quantum numbers. Further details on the rotational wave functions used are given in the Appendix. One important point regarding the rotational convolution in Eq. (6) relates to the fact that the form factor f 0 α (q; R, Ω) depends on the orientation of the molecular frame in the laboratory (scattering) frame. When the electronic wavefunction rotates through the Euler angles Ω = (α, β , γ), the wavefunction expansion coefficients change. The rotated coefficients can be determined by recalculating the electronic wavefunction in the rotated molecular frame, but this is inefficient. A slightly better approach is to rotate the electronic wavefunction directly, but this requires that the coefficients for all Gaussian primitives with l > 0 are transformed. Ultimately, the simplest and computationally most efficient approach is to rotate q rather than the molecule. This amounts to applying the inverse (i.e. transpose) of the rotation matrix to the vector q for each set of rotation angles (α, β , γ), while leaving the electronic wavefunction fixed in the original molecular frame used in the ab initio calculation. An attempt to illustrate the equivalence of these two scenarios, i.e. rotating the molecule versus rotating q, is shown in Fig. 1. 
Effective electron density and IAM
One of the main reasons why elastic X-ray scattering is such an important tool for structure determination 32 is that the form factor corresponds to a Fourier transform of the electron density,
giving direct access to the "shape" of a molecule. In the independent atom model (IAM) 32 the electron density is approximated by a sum of spherical single-atom densities, which yield the form factor as a sum of atomic form factors pre-fixed by a phase factor that depends on the relative positions of the atomic nuclei. The convenience of IAM stems from the fact that the atomic form factors have been calculated and tabulated for all future use 33 , but the drawback is that distortions in the electron distribution, for instance due to molecular bonding or electronic excitations, are not included. This situation can to some extent be alleviated by the use of generalized form factors fitted to the distorted charge distributions for the bonded atoms 33, 35, 36 , for instance to describe hydrogen atoms in organic molecular crystals. An interesting point is that the electron density observed in a gas-phase experiment corresponds to the total molecular wavefunction and hence the structure factorĨ n (q) in Eqs. (3) and (6) . This structure factor is the Fourier transform of the total (effective) electron density,
rather than the molecular electron density ρ α (r; R, Ω) in Eq. (7). This changes the meaning of the "shape" of the molecule, with the rotational and vibrational wavefunctions beginning to play an important role. For instance, a homonuclear diatomic in the ground rotational and vibrational state appears as a hollow spherical shell, while the same molecule in the first excited vibrational state appears as two spherical shells, one inside the other. This clearly differs from the picture of an ensemble of "ball-and-stick" diatomic molecules, each in a random orientation, leading to an incoherent thermal averaging of | f 0 α | 28,51 .
Computational
The ab-initio electronic structure calculations have been carried out using Molpro 52 52 . Integration over rotational and vibrational wavefunctions has been carried out numerically using quadrature, with the wavefunctions determined using the rigid rotor and harmonic approximations respectively. Finally, the elastic scattering has been calculated using the AIXRD code 42 .
Results
Effect of basis size and comparison to IAM
We begin by examining the dependence of the calculated scattering signal on the ab initio basis set for non-relativistic ground state Hartree-Fock (HF) wavefunctions. We also include in the comparison the scattering signal calculated by the independent atom model (IAM) using tabulated atomic form factors 33 . These are calculated from relativistic HF (RHF) wavefunctions 29, 31, 33 , but the difference is negligible for the light elements under consideration here. In each case, we evaluate the absolute percent difference (relative error), |%∆Ĩ(q)|, for rotationally averaged scattering,
with the reference,Ĩ ref (q), defined as scattering from the HF/augcc-pVQZ wavefunction. The trigonal planar BF 3 and the trigonal pyramidal NH 3 molecules are used for the comparison, with their geometry optimised at the HF/aug-cc-pVQZ level using Molpro 52 (R BF = 2.444 a 0 and R NH = 1.886 a 0 ). The absolute percent difference (relative error) is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the momentum transfer q. Notably, the errors remain significant at large q, corresponding to high-resolution data, meaning that the resolution attainable from diffraction is adversely affected. It is also worth noting that the errors shown are rotationally averaged, meaning that for anisotropic samples such as molecular crystals or aligned gas-phase molecules the errors can be even greater for specific orientations of the vector q.
A striking feature in Fig. 2 is the poor performance by HF/STO-3G. This becomes less surprising of one considers that STO-3G reproduces the tabulated atomic form factors used in the IAM calculation poorly, while all the other basis sets, including 6-31G, converge to the tabulated form factors 53 . Essentially, the STO-3G wavefunctions are insufficiently accurate even for single atoms. 
Fig. 2
The relative error in calculated scattering as a function of the basis used for the ab initio electronic wavefunction, shown as percent error, Eq.
(9), for molecules (a) BF 3 , and (b) NH 3 . The nuclei are frozen at the HF/augcc-pVQZ ground-state energy-optimised geometry, and the scattering signal is rotationally averaged. For all other basis sets, the discrepancy between the ab initio scattering and the IAM relates to the failure of IAM to account for the redistribution of valence electrons due to chemical bonding. The smaller discrepancy between IAM and ab initio scattering in BF 3 compared to NH 3 brings to light that IAM performs better the larger the fraction of core electrons compared to valence electrons. Table 1 shows the maximum and mean errors in the scattering, with the mean calculated as,
with the integration interval is [q min ,
0 , while the error itself is calculated using Eq. (9) above. The average ratio of maximum to mean for the HF calculations is 3.1, while the average ratio for IAM is 4.3, indicating that IAM is prone to greater systematic errors. The energy difference, E = |E − E ref |, of each ab initio calculation relative the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ reference is also provided in Table 1 . If we use E as a proxy for the convergence of the ab initio calculations, we see a clear correlation between E and the accuracy of the scattering. In BF 3 it correctly identifies the best and the poorest performers, with a slight outperfor-mance by the 6-31G * * calculation. In NH 3 , E, correctly ranks the mean scattering error except for a swapping around of 6-31G and 6-31G * * , which rank sixth and fifth in terms of energy, but fifth and sixth in terms of mean scattering convergence.
Scaling of AIXRD calculations
The ab initio scattering calculations essentially scale as the number of terms that have to be evaluated, which in turn depend on the size of the basis used to represent the electronic wavefunction. Table 1 shows the number of primitive Gaussian functions per calculation, N g , and more importantly, the number of nonzero unique Gaussian products, N gp . The computational effort to calculate the scattering scales linearly with the number of unique non-zero Gaussian products, N gp , rather than the actual number of Gaussian primitives, N g . For BF 3 , N gp ≈ N 1.38 g , and for NH 3 N gp ≈ N 1.58
g . Table 1 also shows the speed-up, i.e. the time required for each scattering calculation relative the reference aug-cc-pVTZ wavefunction (the time for the ab initio calculation itself is not included in the comparison). It is readily apparent that the IAM is several orders of magnitude faster than calculation of the scattering directly from the ab initio wavefunction, and more than 10 4 times faster than the reference calculation. However, this comparison verges on the meaningless, since IAM is based on tabulated values and thus does not require a scattering calculation at all, but merely interpolation and summation of tabulated values.
Pragmatically, it is worth noticing that in both molecules all the basis sets except STO-3G have a mean error of less than 0.6%, showing that unless supreme accuracy is required, any mediumsized basis set is a reasonable choice. The 6-31G * * appears to lie in a sweet spot of low percent error and high computational efficiency, but the 6-31G basis set could also be used if an even larger speed-up is required. For higher accuracy, one would have to resort to post-HF methods (e.g. CASSCF or CASPT2) that better account for electron correlation. Examples where this becomes important include ground states with biradical character or excited electronic states (as in Section 4.3.4). Notably, post-HF methods follow the same scaling with basis size as discussed above, but with a larger prefactor. However, we emphasize that HF already delivers a significant improvement on IAM, at least for groundstate molecules containing light elements.
Molecular scattering images
The discussion in the following sections hinges around calculated X-ray scattering images that are 2D projections of the detector image presuming that the entire Ewald sphere is covered by the detector. The images are thus shown as polar plots in terms of the polar angle (0 ≤ φ < 2π) and the radial angle (0 ≤ θ ≤ π) that specify the deflection of the scattered wavevector k relative the incident wavevector k 0 . The center of the image thus corresponds to θ = 0 (forward-scattering) and the outer rim to θ = π (back-scattering). Since q = 2k 0 sin θ /2, we have that q max = 2k 0 at θ = π. All images are shown without the outer absolute square in Eq. (6) to make it easier to discern features at large values of q in the figures. In several instances, difference images are shown to emphasize the changes in the scattering pattern upon excitation to a specific state. These difference images are calculated by subtracting a reference image from the excited state scattering image, with the subtraction done between images sans the absolute square. In the following, we first examine the effect of molecular symmetry on the scattering images (Section 4.3.1), and then move on to examine the different partial contributions to the scattering in the CS 2 molecule (Sections 4.3.2-4.3.4) .
Symmetry and centrosymmetry
(a) (b) The symmetry of a molecule relative the X-ray beam is reflected in the symmetry of the scattering image. For instance, if the molecule has a rotational symmetry axis parallel to the incoming X-rays, this axis is replicated in the scattering 42 . An interesting feature present in many of the scattering images shown here is centrosymmetry, i.e. the scattering signal for (φ , θ ) and (φ + π, θ ) is identical. A curious consequence of the centrosymmetry is that any odd-numbered rotational axis is doubled, as can be seen in the scattering patterns for BF 3 (D 3h point group) and the cyclopentadienyl anion, C 5 H -5 (D 5h point group) in Fig. 3 . The 3-fold axis for BF 3 and the 5-fold axis for C 5 H -5 become 6-and 10-fold axes. In contrast, an even-numbered rotational axis, e.g. C 4 , will result in the same rotational C 4 axis in the scattering image, with no apparent doubling since the images are already centrosymmetric. The mathematical background to this phenomenon is elaborated in the Appendix.
A necessary condition for the centrosymmetry is that the molecule contains a mirror plane orthogonal to the incoming Xray beam, as for instance is the case for the planar molecules in the two examples above. In contrast, Fig. 4 shows the scattering image for NF 3 , a strongly-scattering ammonia analogue with C 3v point group symmetry. The additional interference due to the out-of-plane nitrogen atom diminishes the centrosymmetry in the image, but the fundamental C 3 axis remains. Proceeding to a molecule with no discernable symmetry, 1,3-cyclohexadiene (C 1 point group), there is a correponding absence of symmetry in the scattering image. Note, however, that some remnant of 'not-quite' centrosymmetry remains even in this image. This simply reflects the approximate degree of mirror symmetry perpendical to the incoming X-ray.
CS 2 vibrations
Exp. We now examine the effect of vibrational states on the scattering pattern of CS 2 . The rotational states are not included at this stage, in order to keep the comparison as simple as possible. The modulations of the static scattering patterns will come from the changes in the distribution of relative atomic positions in the excited vibrational states, with scope from interferences due to the nodes in the vibrational wavefunctions. We consider the molecule CS 2 . In the ground state CS 2 is linear with a C−S bond distance of 1.584 Å. Since the vibrational wavefunctions are calculated in the harmonic approximation, the normal mode frequencies are calculated at the CAS(10, 8)-SCF/6-311G * level of theory, and compare favourably with experimental values from the NIST database (see Table 2 ), with the differences less than 3%.
The difference scattering images for CS 2 shown in Fig. 5 are calculated from the full CAS-SCF electronic wavefunction and the vibrational wavefunctions. In each image, the vibrational wavefunction has one quantum of excitation in a different vibrational mode. The symmetric, Fig. 5(a) , and asymmetric, 5(b), stretches give rise to overall similar changes in the scattering pattern, but the asymmetric stretch has additional interferences rings due to the broken symmetry in the C−S bond distances. Likewise, the two bending modes generate very similar scattering patterns. The difference here are due to the bending mode in Fig. 5(c) being oriented perpendicular to the incoming X-ray (in-plane), while it is directed toward the incoming X-ray (out-of-plane) in Fig.  5(d) . Whether these two modes can be distinguished is therefore dependent on the degree of orientation of the molecule. It is worth pointing out that since the S atoms are comparatively heavy, the vibrations in CS 2 have small amplitudes. In terms of Table 2 ). The following vibrational states are considered: (a) Symmetric stretch |1000 vib , (b) asymmetric stretch |0100 vib , (c) first bending mode |0010 vib , and (d) second bending mode |0001 vib . The vibrational ground state |0000 vib is taken as reference, and the value of q max is 5.3 Å −1 in each image. Note that the molecules are perfectly aligned with the vibration orthogonal to the direction of the incoming X-ray in c) and parallel in d).
the asymmetric stretch and the bending modes, one can essentially consider these vibrations as small displacements of the central C atom relative two stationary S atoms. The changes in the scattering pattern due to vibrational state are therefore only on the order of 1% or less. Next, we examine the effect of different rotational states calculated in the rigid rotor approximation on the scattering images. We continue to consider the CS 2 molecule. Since this symmetric top molecule is linear, the K quantum number is zero. Effectively, this reduces the rotational wavefunctions to spherical harmonics. The different values of J and M produce a various types of precession around the laboratory frame z-axis, leading to probability distributions that correspond to the spherical harmonics.
CS 2 rotations
The calculated difference images are shown in Fig. 6 . The first overall observation is that the effect of changes in rotational quantum state has a strong impact on the scattering image, with the signal changing more than an order of magnitude in specific scattering directions. Examining the individual images in Fig. 6 , we see that the images fall into several categories of similar images. Figs. 6(a), 6(d), and 6(e), are quite similar. They correspond to scattering from dumb-bell or p-orbital type shapes of the rotational wavefunction, with 6(d) the most elongated in real space and 6((a) the least. The scattering images in Fig. 6(b), 6(c) , and 6(f), on the other hand, correspond to doughnut-like shapes, with 6(f) the flattest in real space and 6(b) and 6(c) identical since the difference between them is a phase-factor in the wavefunction which does not affect the scattering. Looking at the overall effect of the rotational states on the scattering, it is greater than that of vibrations. We move on to simultaneously considering both rotational and vibrational states. Fig. 7 shows difference images for the |101 rot |1111 vib and |100 rot |1111 vib states. The trends observed when considering each type of motion separately, as in previous sections, are preserved. The rotational states lead to strong, order of magnitude, changes in specific scattering directions (translating into specific pixels on the detector), while the vibrational states leave much weaker signatures on the order of < 1%, which is unsurprising given that only small harmonic oscillations around the equilibrium geometry are considered. If larger amplitude motion were included, the changes in molecular geometry would indeed leave a very strong signature in the scattering and eventually dominate all other contributions.
CS
(a) (b) Fig. 8 Difference scattering images for CS 2 in the optically bright excited electronic |B state and the electronic ground state |X in (a) the ground state geometry, i.e. vertical excitation, and (b) the B state equilibrium geometry.
The image (b) emphasizes the effect of molecular geometry on the scattering images. The value of q max =5.3 Å −1 , and the incoming X-ray is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule in both cases.
As the total molecular wavefunction is discussed in this section, we also consider changes in the electronic state of the molecule.
In Fig. 8(a) the changes in scattering pattern due to a vertical excitation from the CS 2 ground X state to the bright excited B state are shown. The redistribution of the electrons in the molecule leads to a distinct change in the scattering pattern, not quite on the same order as the effect of rotations, but significantly stronger than the effect of small equilibrium vibrations. It is important to point out, however, that since the equilibrium geometry of the electronic B state is different from the ground X state, nuclear motion necessarily ensues upon excitation, and these largeamplitude vibrations have a strong effect on the diffraction pattern. It is therefore non-trivial in general to separate the contributions from electronic redistribution and nuclear motion. As an illustration, Fig. 8(b) shows the scattering from the molecule in the electronic B state at the B-state equilibrium geometry, rather than the ground state geometry. The change in geometry gives a very large change in the scattering, and overwhelms the effect of rotation and equilibrium vibrations.
Conclusions
We have examined X-ray diffraction images from molecules in specific electronic, vibrational, and rotational states, and find that the scattering images carry distinct fingerprints of the total molecular wavefunction. The differences in intensity between different rotational states are an order of magnitude in specific directions of scattering (i.e. towards particular positions on the detector). In contrast, the changes due to different vibrational states are modest, about 1% or less. This is a consequence of the fact that low-lying vibrational states are considered, implying small and local nuclear displacements around equilibrium positions and hence no net change in molecular geometry. A technical point is that the integration over the multidimensional vibrational wavefunction is time-consuming, and given the small nuclear displacements considered in the harmonic approximation one could, in the future, examine the possibility of interpolating the electronic wavefunction coefficients. Electronic states also affect the scattering 42, 54, 55 , with effects comparable to those of rotations in the presence of significant orientation or alignment. However, in most situations electronic excitation leads to changes in the nuclear geometry 56, 57 , since the potential energy surfaces associated with different electronic states are rarely parallel. This leads to very strong changes in the scattering, associated with the change in molecular geometry. An interesting point is that the greater the redistribution of electrons during vertical excitation of the molecule, and hence stronger signature of the electronic state, the greater is the likely effect on the nuclear motion, which itself bears an even stronger signature. Overall, it is apparent that disentangling different contributions, especially the vibrational and the electronic, to the scattering is not trivial.
The AIXRD calculations, which yield the elastic X-ray scattering directly from the ab initio wavefunction, convincingly show the shortcomings of the simple but widely used independent atom model (IAM). The discrepancy between IAM and the more accurate AIXRD calculations persists even if full rotational averaging is considered. Although fitted generalized form factors can be used to address the deficiencies inherent in IAM, advances in computing and modern electronic structure codes make AIXRD calculations feasible, with large potential gains in accuracy and generality. It is particularly encouraging that the description of the scattering improves significantly already at quite modest levels of theory. This suggests that ab initio HF calculations with reasonable basis sets or even density functional theory (DFT) could be used to determine molecular form factors for ground state molecules. A practical point is that the energy convergence of ab initio electronic structure calculations serves as an adequate proxy for the quality of the wavefunction and thus the calculated scattering. Future work will examine if X-ray scattering may resolve more subtle aspects of fully coupled rovibronic states using higher-level spectroscopic-accuracy theory [58] [59] [60] . Finally, given recent advances in ultrafast X-ray scattering 4, 61, 62 , the greatest value of the current study is that it demonstrates that AIXRD can be effectively combined with calculations that include nuclear degrees of freedom, thus opening the door for calculating the signals from ultrafast dynamics 4, 61, 63 .
gree of centrosymmetry only relates to the degree of symmetry along the z-axis, with strict centrosymmetry requiring a mirror plane orthogonal to the incoming X-ray. In fact, a quicker and more elegant way to arrive at this result is to consider that the mirror symmetry operation, when present in the molecule, can be applied to the q vector such that (−q x , −q y , q z ) → (−q x , −q y , −q z ), at which point the three-dimensional version of Friedel's law, F(q) = F * (−q), applies. Rotations correspond to changes in the frame (coordinate system) given by the Euler angles (α, β , γ) show in Fig. 9 . Coordinates in (ξ , η, ζ ) axis systems can be related to the (x, y, z) system by the standard rotation matrix (see Eqs. (10-5) and (10-7) in Ref. 64 or Table I-1 in Ref. 65 
Rotational matrix
with the column vectors of the rotation matrix λ defined as,
where (α, β , γ) are the Euler angles specified in Fig. 9 . Since the rotation matrix λ is unitary, inverse rotations are given by the transpose of the matrix.
Classification of rigid rotor wavefunctions
The general form of this mathematical expression can be obtained calculating the rotational Hamiltonian,
Spherical Top Symmetric Top Asymmetric Top where A e , B e and C e are the rotational constants of the molecule and J α are the principal inertial axes of the equilibrium configuration. The classification of molecules according to their moments of inertia is given in Fig. 10 . Depending on the moments of inertia around the three axes of rotation, the molecules are classified as either spherical, symmetric and asymmetric tops. Each of these classes behaves differently under rotation and thus have different rotational wavefunctions.
Rotational wavefunctions for spherical and symmetric tops
These two classes of molecules share the same wavefunctions to describe their rotational states and can be expressed as a combination of spherical harmonics multiplied by a phase. The Schrödinger equation for a prolate symmetric top is,
The angular momentum operatorsĴ 2 ,Ĵ χ , andĴ z commute with each other and their eigenfunctions are the so-called rotation matrices. If we select the principal axis of rotation as z (known as the I r convention), we can rewrite the equation in terms of angular momentum operators,
Using the rotation matrices and eigenvalues of the operators we can obtain the representation of the wavefunction for a prolate symmetric top, It is important to note that this wavefunction is only valid if our molecule has its origin of coordinates in the center of mass and the principal axis of symmetry is oriented along the z-axis. Other conventions can be used and they depend on the orientation of the coordinate system and the molecular symmetry (III r ).
The Hamiltonian form will change depending on the type of molecule we choose but the wavefunction will be the same as for prolate symmetric top if the system has at least two axis of inertia with the same value (spherical, prolate and oblate symmetric top molecules).
Rotational wavefunctions for asymmetric top molecules
J
Wavefunction 0 E + = ( Asymmetric top molecules, such as water, are the most common. In this class, all three axes of inertia are different. To evaluate the wavefunction of an asymmetric molecule we need a linear combination of symmetric top wavefunctions (|JKM ),
To obtain these basis and their coefficients we need to diagonalize the rotational Hamiltonian expressed in the |JKM basis, For each J we will have (2J + 1) states in K and M, the basis need to be build as ±K linear combinations to be eigenfunctions of the operators presented in H rot . We can classify them by the symbols O + , O − , E + and E − depending on the value of K (even or odd) and the sign of the linear combination (+ or −). The resultant basis functions can be directly diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian and therefore eigenvectors of it. In case we have offdiagonal elements we need to proceed with the diagonalisation of the system, obtaining linear combination of basis as rotational wavefunctions (see Table 3 ).
